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1 Introduction

Low scale extensions of the Standard Model (SM) are forced to contend with the so-called New Physics

Flavor Puzzle (NPFP): new physics at or below the TeV scale must have non-generic flavor structure

to satisfy experimental constraints. This problem is exacerbated by the recent discovery of a SM-like

Higgs boson [1, 2], which lowers the scale of new physics required to have a natural solution to the

hierarchy problem. In order to solve the NPFP, a model of new physics must either be unnatural, with

a high scale, or have some mechanism that strongly suppresses low-energy flavor violating interactions,

such as flavor blindness, alignment or Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV) [3,4] . Within MFV, the flavor

constraints on the scale of new physics can be reduced from O(103 TeV) to O(few TeV). While there

are many studies of the down-type quark sector in the MFV framework [4–16], less attention has been

paid to the up-type sector. In this paper, we explore several interesting phenomena of MFV models

in the up-type quark sector.

By treating the SM Yukawa couplings as spurions, MFV provides a systematic way to classify the

effective higher-dimensional flavor-violating operators. One can then determine the most important

operators for a given process based on the dimension of the operators and the Yukawa matrix insertions.

One interesting feature of MFV is that the same operator can relate flavor-changing process predictions

for one generation to those for another generation, as has already been observed in the down-type

quark sector with the correlation of K0 −K
0
and B0 − B

0
mixings. Applying MFV to the up-type

quark sector, the correlations become more interesting because of the large mass gap between the

charm quark and top quark masses. Low-energy tests of charm quark flavor violation can be directly

related to top quark properties probed in high-energy experiments, including the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC). The main focus of this paper is to explore this correlation on phenomena at different energy

scales.

Both ∆F = 2 and ∆F = 1 processes are predicted from the MFV operator analysis. In the up-

quark sector, generic ∆F = 2 operators are severely constrained by D0 − D
0
mixing [17]. In MFV,

the relevant operators for D0 – D
0
mixing are suppressed by both the bottom quark Yukawa coupling

and Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing angles; they are much more weakly constrained.

Modifications of top quark properties are therefore suppressed by the cutoff of the effective operator

as well as by CKM mixing angles, although an interesting signature of same-sign top pairs could be

generated at colliders. Bounds from D0 – D
0
mixing are sufficient to constrain ∆T = 2 operators such

that no accessible collider phenomenology is allowed.

This work therefore focuses on ∆F = 1MFV operators in the up-type quark sector. One immediate
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consequence of such operators is that the decays of both D mesons and top quarks can be modified. In

the SM, the decays of these particles are unsuppressed by CKM angles. If the new physics operators

are generated by integrating out a heavy particle above a few hundred GeV, the new contributions

to these decays are negligibly small, even if one considers sensitive CP violating observables. The

story is different if there is a new electroweak and color singlet particle φ lighter than the top quark.

Effective operators can still describe the new physics contribution to D-meson decays, but the cutoff

scales of the relevant operators can now be as low as O(10 GeV). The top quark, on the other hand,

can directly decay to φ and a light quark (a similar decay into a charged Higgs plus b-quark has been

studied in Ref. [18]). This new and potentially large decay channel for the top quark is currently

allowed and requires a dedicated search at the LHC. The branching ratio and search strategy could

be dramatically different from the effective operator analysis in Ref. [19].

Light neutral scalars commonly arise as pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons from spontaneous break-

ing of a global symmetry and as scalars, which may be elementary or composite, in some hidden sector

(see Ref. [20] for the effects on B physics in this scenario). If the global SU(3)5 flavor symmetry in the

SM is spontaneously broken and a small explicit breaking is added, “light familons” [21] are generic

predictions, particularly within the MFV framework. The existence of a light φ charged under the fla-

vor symmetry is well motivated from this perspective. In this paper, rather than explore the symmetry

breaking mechanism of the global flavor symmetry, we study the phenomenological consequences of

the light φ field for ∆C = 1 and ∆T = 1 processes.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first classify all four-fermion ∆F = 1 operators

in MFV involving up-type quarks and introduce the light φ field that can generate large coefficients for

these operators. We then study modifications of top quark properties in Section 3, including single top

production, tt̄ pair-production, and non-standard decays of the top quark. In Section 4, we calculate

predictions for several b-quark and c-quark related observables. Particular attention is devoted to

direct CP violation of the neutral D meson. The discussion of UV completions of this model and the

conclusions of this work are presented in Section 5. A calculation of the partial width Γ(Z → qq̄′φ)

is discussed in Appendix A, running of the relevant Wilson coefficients in Appendix B, and hadronic

matrix element estimation in Appendix C.

2 Up Sector Operators and Models

In practice, the principle of MFV is implemented by treating the SM Yukawa matrices as spurions of

flavor symmetry. A MFV operator can then be written down by demanding that it is formally flavor
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invariant. The quark sector before introducing the Yukawa couplings has a global flavor symmetry

GEW
F = SU(3)QL

× SU(3)uR × SU(3)dR × U(1)B × U(1)Y × U(1)PQ , (1)

where U(1)B is global baryon symmetry, U(1)Y is gauge hypercharge symmetry, and U(1)PQ is Peccei-

Quinn symmetry. In the SM, the U(1)PQ is explicitly broken by the Yukawa couplings, while in MSSM-

like two Higgs doublet models, the Yukawa couplings preserve the U(1)PQ symmetry by assigning

opposite charges for Hd and down-type quarks. Concentrating on the non-Abelian global symmetries,

the SM Yukawa matrices can be treated as spurions with representations

YU ∼ (3, 3̄, 1) , YD ∼ (3, 1, 3̄) . (2)

where “U” represents (u, c, t) quarks and “D” represents (d, s, b) quarks.

The description above is the standard description of MFV. There is, however, an equivalent formu-

lation that will be more convenient for studying particles with mass m ≪ v, where v denotes the Higgs

Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV). In this second approach, which we refer to as the ✘✘✘EW approach,

we construct operators invariant only under the U(1)EM subgroup of the electroweak gauge group

SU(2)L × U(1)Y . Any UV completion will, of course, generate SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant operators,

but in the limit we are considering, we can postpone such high energy considerations. One consequence

of the ✘✘✘EW approach is that the left-handed quark fields can be rotated separately. Couplings to the

W boson provide additional flavor violation. The flavor structure can be described by the group

G✟
✟EW

F = SU(3)uL × SU(3)dL × SU(3)uR × SU(3)dR , (3)

under which there are spurions

λU ∼ (3, 1, 3̄, 1) , λD ∼ (1, 3, 1, 3̄) , V ∼ (3, 3̄, 1, 1) . (4)

We are free to choose a basis where λU = diag{λu, λc, λt}, λD = diag{λd, λs, λb}, and V is the CKM

matrix. Up to O(λ2
U , λ

2
D, λDλU ), we present all MFV ∆F = 1 operators in Table 1.1 None of these

operators generate ∆F = 2 observables at leading order, but, in the models considered below, such

observables will be generated at one-loop. We will find that constraints from ∆F = 2 processes are

nevertheless weak. For completeness, we also include the four-fermion operators containing leptons

and at least one up-type quark. In this case, the MFV structure is analogous to that discussed above

with the replacement V → U , where U is the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) [22, 23]

matrix.
1We neglect operators constructed of σµν , which either have zero hadronic matrix elements for the D meson decays

in the naive factorization approximation or can be related to scalar operators via a Fierz transformation.
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Operator

(uLα V γµ dLα)(dLβ V
† γµ uLβ)

(uLα V γµ dLβ)(dLβ V
† γµ uLα)

(uRα λ
†
U V dLα)(dLβ V

† λU uRβ)

(uRα λ
†
U V dLβ)(dLβ V

† λU uRα)

(uLα V λD dRα)(dRβ λ
†
D V † uLβ)

(uLα V λD dRβ)(dRβ λ
†
D V † uLα)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLα)(uRβ γµ uRβ)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLβ)(uRβ γµ uRα)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLα)(dRβ γµ dRβ)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLβ)(dRβ γµ dRα)

(uLα V γµ dLα)(eL U
† γµ νL)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLα)(eL γµ eL)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLα)(νL γµ νL)

(uLα V λD λ†
D V † γµ uLα)(eR γµ eR)

Operator Name

(uLα γ
µ V dLα)(dRβ γµ λ

†
D V † λU uRβ) OV 1

(uLα γ
µ V dLβ)(dRβ γµ λ

†
D V † λU uRα) OV 2

(uRα λ
†
U V dLα)(dRβ λ

†
D V † uLβ) OS1

(uRα λ
†
U V dLβ)(dRβ λ

†
D V † uLα) OS2

(uLα V λD dRα)(eR λ†
EU

† νL)

(uRα λ
†
UV dLα)(eR λ†

EU
†νL)

(uLα V λD dRα)(eL U
†λ†
ννR)

(uRα λ
†
UV dLα)(eL U

†λ†
ννR)

Table 1: A complete list of four-fermion operators mediating ∆F = 1 processes at the order of O(λ2)
and satisfying the global symmetry in Eq. (3). Here, α and β are QCD indices. The flavor indices
are contracted inside the parenthesis. The operators above in the left panel are Hermitian operators,
while the operators in the right panel including OV 1, OV 2, OS1, OS2 are all complex and can have
CP violating coefficients.

The operators in the left panel of Table 1 are Hermitian. They cannot yield new CP violating

phases and can only violate CP via the CKM phase. The operators on the right panel, on the other

hand, may have coefficients containing new CP violating phases. This is unsurprising, since the

matrix λD may have a different overall phase from the matrix λU . The operators OV 1 and OV 2 can

be rewritten with a scalar Lorentz structure using a Fiertz transformation as

OV 1 = 2Vil (λ
†
DV

†λU )kj (ū
i
L αu

j
Rβ)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L α) , (5)

OV 2 = 2Vil (λ
†
DV

†λU )kj (ū
i
L αu

j
Rα)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L β) , (6)

Similarly, the operators OS1 and OS2 can be rewritten as

OS1 =
1

2
(λ†
UV )il (λ

†
DV

†)kj (ū
i
Rαu

j
L β)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L α) + · · · , (7)

OS2 =
1

2
(λ†
UV )il (λ

†
DV

†)kj (ū
i
Rαu

j
Lα)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L β) + · · · , (8)
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where, we have not written the tensor operators containing σµν . We introduce neutral scalars to UV

complete the operators OV 2 and OS2 toward the end of this section.

The remainder of this paper concentrates on the two CP -violating operators, OV 2 and OS2, since

these operators are the only ones with a different color structure compared to the SM that can contain

a new CP violating phase under the assumption of MFV. They correspond to the electroweak-invariant

operators:

OEW
V 2 = 2Vil (λ

†
DV

†λU )kj (H̃ Q̄i
Lαu

j
Rα)(d̄

k
R βQ

l
LβH

†) , (9)

OEW
S2 =

1

2
(λ†
UV )il (λ

†
DV

†)kj (ū
i
R αQ

j
Lα)(d̄

k
R βQ

l
Lβ) , (10)

where the SU(2)L indices are contracted in the parenthesis for the dimension 8 operator OEW
V 2 and

between the two QL’s for the dimension 6 operator OEW
S2 .

2.1 Phenomenology of the effective operators

We now outline the most relevant ∆C = 1 and ∆T = 1 processes and perform some preliminary cal-

culations of new physics contributions using the effective operators OV 2 and OS2. These contributions

are, as will be explored in Sections 3 and 4, the most significant ones. Keeping only the leading terms

in the Lagrangian, we have

OV 2 : ∆C = 1 : 2λsλcV12V
∗
22(ūLαcRα)(s̄RβsLβ) , (11)

∆T = 1 : 2λbλtV11V
∗
33(ūLαtRα)(b̄RβdLβ) , (12)

OS2 : ∆C = 1 :
1

2
λsλcV22V

∗
12(c̄LαuRα)(s̄RβsLβ) , (13)

∆T = 1 :
1

2
λbλtV32V

∗
33(t̄LαcRα)(b̄RβbLβ) . (14)

Other terms such as 2λbλtV31V
∗
13(t̄LαuRα)(b̄RβdLβ) for the ∆T = 1 processes fromOS2 have additional

Cabbibo suppression and do not contribute significantly to the relevant processes. From Eqs. (11 –

14), one can see that for a same size contribution to ∆C = 1 processes, the operator OV 2 has a much

larger contribution to ∆T = 1 processes than the operator OS2.

We first consider contributions to D meson direct CP violation from these ∆C = 1 operators. At

this point, we only perform estimates in an attempt to determine the scale required for there to be

experimentally accessible contributions. A more complete analysis is performed in Sec. 4. For the

decay channel D0(D
0
) → K+K−, one can define the following direct CP violating observable

AKCP =
Γ(D0 → K+K−)− Γ(D

0 → K+K−)

Γ(D0 → K+K−) + Γ(D
0 → K+K−)

. (15)
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Assuming maximal CP violating strong and weak phases, the contribution from OV 2 is estimated to

be

AKCP ∼ 4
√
2λcλs

NcGF

1

|Λ2| ≈ 0.002 ×
(

10 GeV

|Λ|

)2

, (16)

where |Λ| is the magnitude of the cutoff of the operator and the Yukawa coupling values of ys and

yc are evaluated at the scale of MZ [24]. A similar estimate can be done for the asymmetry, AπCP ,

involving the decay D0(D
0
) → π+π−, which is highly suppressed by the d-quark Yukawa coupling.

The cutoff must be O(10 GeV) to generate AKCP close to the current experimental sensitivity.

We now perform some preliminary calculations of the most relevant top quark observable, the

single top quark production cross-section. The new physics contributions to this observable due to the

quark-level process ud̄ → tb̄ are calculated by assuming a scalar particle with a mass Λ propagates in a

t-channel diagram with couplings to ut̄ and db̄ denoted by κ̄U and κ̄D. There is no CKM suppression for

these couplings, but they are proportional to appropriate Yukawa couplings. The Yukawa couplings

are, in turn, sensitive to tan β in two Higgs doublet models. With some tan β enhancement, both

couplings κ̄U and κ̄D can be O(1). Choosing κ̄U = κ̄D = 1 and the scalar particle mass to be 10 GeV,

we have new physics contributions to single top production given by

σ[pp̄ → tb̄(bt̄)] = 0.11 pb (1.96 TeV Tevatron), (17)

σ[pp → tb̄(bt̄)] = 0.56 pb (8 TeV LHC) . (18)

Since the contribution to D meson CP violation is linear in the product of couplings κ̄U κ̄D, while

top production cross sections are quadratic in the product of couplings κ̄2U κ̄
2
D, increasing both the

mediator mass and couplings simultaneously keeps contributions to D meson CP violation fixed while

dramatically enhancing single top production.

Similarly, for the other operator OS2, we have

AKCP ∼
√
2λcλs
NcGF

χK
8Nc

1

Λ2
≈ 0.001 ×

(

5 GeV

Λ

)2

, (19)

where the chiral factor χK ≈ 2m2
K/(mcms) ≈ 4.2 for mc and ms evaluated at the D meson mass. The

single top production cross sections are suppressed by the CKM element |V32|2. For κ̄U = κ̄D = 1 and

scalar particle mass 10 GeV, they are

σ[pp̄ → tb̄(bt̄)] = 5.1 × 10−8 pb (1.96 TeV Tevatron) , (20)

σ[pp → tb̄(bt̄)] = 3.1 × 10−6 pb (8TeV LHC) . (21)
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This operator has a negligible new physics contribution to the single top production cross section if

there is a sub-percent level contribution to the D meson CP violation. From these estimates for OV 2

and OS2, one can already see that different structures of the effective operators that give contributions

to CP violation in D-meson decays have dramatically different predictions for top quark physics.

2.2 Light mediators

Because of the Yukawa coupling suppression in MFV, the new physics affects on D meson CP violation

and top quark properties are typically small for Λ & 100 GeV. On the other hand, if the new particle

inducing the MFV operator is lighter than 100 GeV, then there can be large effects. We do not consider

masses below O(10 GeV) because of potentially severe constraints from decays of bottom-quark bound

states and searches for light hadronic resonances in fixed-target experiments [25]. For this range of

scales, O(10 GeV) < Λ < O(100 GeV), D meson CP violation effects can still be calculated in an

effective operator approach. For the top quark physics, however, the actual new physics degree of

freedom enters both production and decay. We therefore pay special attention to the case in which

the MFV operator is generated by a light particle. Because of various collider constraints, new light

particles with a mass below 100 GeV must be neutral under SM gauge interactions. The particle must

be a boson in order to generate the operators OV 2 and OS2. We introduce a new scalar gauge singlet

φ which transforms under flavor as a completion for these operators between the 10 – 100 GeV scales

and study the class of such scalars.

There are several possible flavor representations for the scalar φ. We list the flavor symmetry

possibilities in Table 2. Note that fields φ transforming under SU(3)uL and under SU(3)dL are

equivalent up to a basis change since, in either case, the representation under G✟
✟EW

F arises from a

representation under GEW
F . We therefore choose, without loss of generality, to consider only cases

where φ transforms under SU(3)dL . Some representations can only generate one operator, while other

representations can generate two operators. We will use the representation (1, 3, 1, 3̄) as a prototype

for our phenomenological studies, as this representation contributes to both CP violation in D meson

decays and processes involving top quarks, capturing the full breadth of potential effects due to a

light scalar. At the order of magnitude level, contributions to a given operator due to the other

representations are comparable. The leading couplings for a scalar with this flavor representation are

L ⊃ κUL
uiR(λ

†
UV )ilφlk(λ

†
DV

†)kjujL + κUR
uiLV

ilφlk(λ
†
DV

†λU )
kj ujR + h.c.

+κD d
k
R(φ

†)kld
l
L + h.c. + m2

φφ
†φ , (22)

where we neglect additional scalar potential terms as well as additional mass terms that split the
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Model # φ flavor Operators Generated

1 (1, 3, 1, 3) OS2, OV 2

2 (1, 3, 3, 1) OS2, OV 2

3 (1, 1, 3, 3) OS2

4 (1, 8, 1, 1) OS2, OV 2

5 (1, 3, 3, 3) OV 2

6 (1, 8, 3, 3) OS2

7 (1, 6, 3, 3) OV 2

Table 2: Scalar flavor structures under SU(3)uL ×SU(3)dL ×SU(3)uR ×SU(3)dR that are allowed by
requiring a neutral scalar that reproduces the flavor structure of the CP -violating operators.

φlk components. Perturbativity limits are saturated when κD ∼
√
4π or κUL

, κUR
∼ 200 (the largest

coupling is proportional to λb and λt). Under the assumption that the potential for φ conserves flavor,

the interactions Eq. (22) break the global U(1) under which only φ transforms. Redefinitions of φ then

give the freedom to remove the phase of one of the three couplings. For concreteness and without loss

of generality, we work in a basis where κD is real and the couplings κUL,R
are complex. Integrating

out φ, one can generate both OV 2 and OS2 operators with low energy Lagrangian

L =
κUR

κD
2m2

φ

OV 2 +
κUL

κD
2m2

φ

OS2 + h.c. (23)

In the following sections, we elaborate on the phenomenology of this model.

3 Top Quark Properties

A light φ with interactions given in Eq. (22) would modify top production and decay. From this

equation, the leading couplings mediating ∆T = 1 processes are

L ⊃ κUL
λbλt (t̄Rφ33V

∗
33V

∗
23cL + t̄Rφ33V

∗
33V

∗
13uL) + κUR

λbλt (ūLφ13V11V
∗
33tR + c̄Lφ23V22V

∗
33tR) + h.c.

= κ̄UL
(t̄Rφ33V

∗
33V

∗
23cL + t̄Rφ33V

∗
33V

∗
13uL) + κ̄UR

(ūLφ13V11V
∗
33tR + c̄Lφ23V22V

∗
33tR) + h.c. , (24)

where, for convenience, we have defined κ̄UL
≡ κUL

λbλt and κ̄UR
≡ κUR

λbλt. The coupling κ̄UL
has

an additional CKM angle suppression such that, for perturbative couplings, there is negligible effect

on top physics. We therefore focus on contributions from κ̄UR
.
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3.1 Single top production

In this model, there are two additional contributions to single top production. The first is ud̄ → tb̄ with

φ13 being exchanged in the t-channel and the second is ug → tφ13 for which there are two tree level

diagrams. For the first channel, neglecting the b-quark mass in the final state, there is no interference

terms between the W mediated and the φ13 mediated diagrams. The leading order contribution to

the parton-level cross section is

σ(ud̄ → tb̄) =
|κ̄UR

|2|κD|2
16πs2

[

(2m2
φ −m2

t ) ln

(

m2
φ

s+m2
φ −m2

t

)

+
(s−m2

t )(s+ 2m2
φ − 2m2

t )

s+m2
φ −m2

t

]

,(25)

where
√
s is the parton center-of-mass energy. There are two diagrams contributing to the production

of ug → tφ13: one is from exchanging a t quark in the t-channel and other is from exchanging a u

quark in the s-channel. Neglecting the φ particle mass, the leading order parton-level cross-section is

σ(ug → tφ13) =
g2s |κ̄UR

|2
192πs3

[

2(s2 + 2sm2
t + 2m4

t ) ln

(

s

m2
t

)

+ 7m4
t − 4sm2

t − 3s2
]

. (26)

The production cross sections at the Tevatron and 8 TeV LHC as a function of mφ are shown in Fig. 1.

We use the Mathematica MSTW 2008 PDFs [26]. Production from u and g partons dominates at the
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Figure 1: The single top production cross sections from the contributions of the new neutral scalar φ.
The couplings are chosen to be |κ̄UR

| = |κD| = 0.2.

8 TeV LHC. The latest measurement of single top production from the CDF collaboration at Tevatron

with 7.5 fb−1 has an error below 1 pb [27], while the latest result from the CMS collaboration with

5.0 fb−1 at the 8 TeV LHC has an error around 10 pb [28]. We will use these experimental results to

constrain the φ parameter space in Section 4.
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3.2 tt̄ pair-production

We first comment on same-sign tt production for this model. Neglecting the coupling κD, t-number

global symmetry is only broken by the CKM elements and tt production is suppressed. Including the

coupling κD, this model generates same-sign top final state without CKM suppression, but with a

large final state multiplicity, for instance uu → ttb̄b̄dd. The cross section is then strongly suppressed

by phase space. We therefore concentrate on tt̄ production.

The dominant new physics contribution to tt̄ pair-production is through exchange of the φ field

in the t-channel. In addition, the interference with SM gluon exchange in the s-channel cannot be

neglected. The leading order parton-level pair production cross-section, neglecting the mass of φ, is

given by

σ(uū → tt̄) =
1

216πs

{

β
[

g4s(8m
2 + 4)− 6g2s(2m

2 + 1)|κ̄UR
|2 + 27|κ̄UR

|4
]

−3m2|κ̄UR
|2 ln

(

1 + β − 2m2

1− β − 2m2

)

[

4g2s (m
2 + 1)− 9|κ̄UR

|2
]

}

, (27)

where m2 ≡ m2
t/s and β =

√
1− 4m2. Figure 2 shows the modifications on the tt̄ production
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Figure 2: Modification of the tt̄ production cross sections from contributions of the new neutral scalar
φ. The couplings are chosen to be |κ̄UR

| = 0.2 for the two solid lines and |κ̄UR
| = 0.3 for the two

dashed lines.

cross section. Because of the deconstructive interference (taking |κ̄UR
| = 0.2 or 0.3), the new φ

contribution decreases the total production cross section by a few pb at the 8 TeV LHC and tens

of fb at the Tevatron. The current uncertainty on the tt̄ pair-production cross section at the 8 TeV

10



LHC is approximately 30 pb [29] from the ATLAS collaboration and 0.4 pb at Tevatron [30], so the

modifications on tt̄ pair-production do not significantly constrain the parameter space of this model.

3.3 Non-Standard Top Decays

For a light φ scalar with mφ < mt, the top quark can decay into φ plus the up quark or charm

quark. Since the CKM matrix is nearly diagonal, top quark decay yields primarily φ13 (φ23) for an

up (charm) and φ final state. A φ with such flavor indices decays exclusively to a b quark and a light

quark. For mφ . 20 GeV, the two resulting jets are collimated and behave as a fat jet, so the top

quark is observed as a dijet resonance. For a heavier φ, the top quark looks like a three-jet resonance.

Summing the two dominant new decay channels, t → u + φ13 and t → c + φ23, the partial width for

this mode is

Γ(t → j + φ) =
|κ̄UR

|2
8π

mt

(

1−
m2
φ

m2
t

)

. (28)

Using the latest theoretical results for the top quark decay width in the SM [31–34], we show the

branching ratio of the new decay channel in Fig. 3. The current experimental value of the top quark

50 100 150

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

mΦ HGeVL

B
rH

t-
>

j+
Φ
L

Figure 3: The branching ratio of the new top quark decay channel. The coupling is chosen to be
|κ̄UR

| = 0.2. For a light φ field, the top quark may behave as a dijet at colliders.

width is Γt = 1.99+0.69
−0.55 GeV from D0 [35], which is extracted using the partial decay width Γ(t → Wb)

measured from the t-channel cross section for single top quark production and from the branching

fraction of Br(t → Wb) measured in tt̄ events. As we will see below, the total top quark width

measurement does constrain the parameter space for φ.
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The φ can also introduce additional contributions to the top quark forward-backward or charge

asymmetries. For the parameter space allowed by the single top production cross section, however, the

modifications on the top quark pair production are negligible, and hence the amount of asymmetry is

unlikely to be visible at hadron colliders. A lepton collider such as the International Linear Collider

[36–39] would be an ideal machine to probe this model’s parameter space.

4 Additional constraints and D-meson physics

Both b-quark and c-quark physics may be modified by the introduction of the new light scalar. As

mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in the up-type quark sector of MFV models. The

main focus of our work is therefore on ∆T = 1 and ∆C = 1 processes. On the other hand, the

MFV mediator, φ, also couples to down-type quarks, modifying their properties. We study the most

accessible b-quark and c-quark physics in this section.

4.1 Enhanced b Production

The interactions introduced in Eq. (22) yield unsuppressed couplings of φ to the down-type sector.

Fortunately, the coupling κD does not mediate flavor and does not allow for flavor violation without

coupling to the up sector, so many processes, including ∆F = 2 FCNCs are not induced. There

are subdominant bounds at low masses mφ . 10 GeV from fixed-target searches for hadronic reso-

nances [25]. For the masses mφ > 10 GeV that we are studying, the most stringent bounds come

from Z decays via a process illustrated in Fig. 4. Existing LEP searches are most sensitive to three

body decays of the form Z → qq′φ. In particular, Z → bbφ is severely constrained from Z → bb̄bb̄

searches [40]. These searches require only three b-jets, under the assumption that the fourth will be

present in all cases. A φ33 would either look exactly like a b-jet at low mass or would decay domi-

nantly to two b-jets at higher masses.2 Both final states would be accepted by the analysis cuts for

the Z → bb̄bb̄ measurement.

To work out the bounds in detail, we also need to know the properties of the φ field, in particular

the branching ratio for its decay into two b-jets. Because the coupling κD does not violate flavor, the

final state from Z → qq̄′φ should contain an even number of b-jets. Since only the decay with φ33 can

give 4b final states, we only need to consider Z → qq̄′φ33, where the φ33 field mainly decays into two

b-jets. Other φ33 decay channels via its couplings to up-type quarks are suppressed both by CKM

2The LEP experiments used a jet definition based on a cut on y = M2
ij/s. Typical values of ymin are few × 10−2,

corresponding to Mij ∼ 20 GeV. Using this definition, a relatively light φ would appear as a single jet to the experiment.
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Figure 4: Diagrams for the decay Z → qiqjφji.

angles and Yukawa couplings; they can be neglected. We therefore assume 100% branching ratio for

φ33 → bb.

To get a better idea of the constraints, we calculate the partial width of the general processes

Z → qiqjφji. The rate Z → qiqjφ
∗
ji is the same by CP . The details of our calculation of the partial

width are given in Appendix A. The integration over phase space was performed numerically including

all quark masses and the φ mass. Nevertheless, it is instructive to examine an approximate expression

for the partial width in the limit mb,mφ ≪ mZ

Γ(Z → qiqjφji) ∼
ακ2DmZ

576π2s2wc
2
w

= (0.35 MeV)× κ2D. (29)

This corresponds to a branching fraction of order 10−4 for κD of order 1, which, as we see below, is

close to the current sensitivity.

As mentioned above, the most severe constraint arises from LEP searches for Z → bb̄bb̄. The rate

for this process is measured by both the OPAL and DELPHI collaborations [41, 42] with branching

ratio

Brexp(Z → bb̄bb̄) = (3.6 ± 1.3)× 10−4 . (30)

The total Z width has been measured as ΓSM = 2.4952 ± 0.0023 GeV [40]. The branching ratio from

the new physics with mφ = 15 GeV and |κD| = 1 is

Br(Z → bbφ33 → 2b2b̄) + Br(Z → bbφ∗
33 → 2b2b̄) = 2.9 × 10−4 . (31)

Obtaining an accurate SM prediction for the 4b branching fraction of the Z is challenging because

it is a QCD process with large logs. On the other hand, it is certain that the new physics contribution

cannot exceed the upper limit on the total observed branching fraction. Using the 1σ upper limit

given above, Brnew(Z → bb̄bb̄) < 4.9 × 10−4, the constraint on the coupling for mφ = 15 GeV is

13
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Figure 5: Upper limit on κD from the measurement of Br(Z → bb̄b̄b) as a function of φ particle
masses.

κD < 1.28. The bound over the full range of interesting φ masses is presented in Fig. 5. We can see

from this figure that the limits on the coupling κD reaches the non-perturbative range for a heavy

mφ ∼ 30 GeV.

4.2 D Meson Direct CP violation

A striking consequence of a new light neutral scalar for charm physics is the possibility of generating a

significant direct CP asymmetry inD meson decays. In some parts of parameter space, the asymmetry

generated can be large enough to explain the anomaly observed by Belle, CDF, and LHCb without

requiring an enhancement of “penguin” contributions relative to the naive expectation, as explored in

Ref. [43]. Other effects on charm physics are negligible as they are overwhelmed by SM contributions.

For example, D0−D0 mixing typically provides a very stringent bound for new physics contributions to

the ∆F = 2 processes. With MFV implemented at tree-level, however, D0 −D0 mixing is generated

only at one loop with bottom Yukawa suppression and does not constrain parameter space of this

model.

Direct CP violation in the D system has long been lauded as a “smoking gun” signature of BSM

physics [44]. Recent measurements of the direct CP asymmetry difference between D0 → K+K− and

D0 → π+π− may provide the first hint of such CP violation. The observable is defined as

∆ACP ≡ AKCP −AπCP . (32)

For the MFV models considered so far, we have AKCP ≫ AπCP and thus ∆ACP ≈ AKCP since the
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Figure 6: Diagram for the D meson decay to KK and ππ via the new scalar φ. The KK and ππ
modes correspond to q = s and q = d respectively.

asymmetry for pions is Yukawa suppressed. To tag the D0, one can use the π+ from D∗+ → D0 + π+

or the muon from B → DµX. For the π+ tagging, and adding the errors in quadrature, we obtain

the value ∆ACP = (−0.46 ± 0.13)% averaged over the results from BaBar [45], Belle [46], CDF [47]

and LHCb [48]. For the muon tagging, the latest measurement from LHCb using 1.0 fb−1 data at 7

TeV has ∆ACP = (0.49±0.30±0.14)% [49], which has opposite sign compared to the π-tagged result.

Combining the results from both tagging channels, the current world-averaged direct D meson CP

violation result is [50]:

∆Aexp
CP = (−0.329 ± 0.121)% , (33)

which corresponds to a 2.7σ significance. The SM prediction for this quantity is estimated to be

smaller than O(10−3) [44].

In addition to the recent decrease in the significance of the observed CP violation in D decays,

there has been renewed theoretical study of direct CP violation in the D system. An enhancement of

the relevant hadronic matrix element, analogous to the ∆I = 1
2 rule in Kaon physics (see Ref. [51,52]

for recent Lattice calculations), may predict a larger value of ∆ACP , as pointed out in Ref. [53, 54].

Recent work has shown that the assumption of a large “∆U = 0 rule” for D decays, i.e. that ∆U = 0

amplitudes receive a factor of ∼ 10 enhancement compared to ∆U = 1 amplitudes, can simultaneously

explain several outstanding puzzles in D physics [55]. Such an enhancement is larger than naively

expected from QCD estimations, but an accurate calculation is beyond the reach of current techniques

in the D system.

We now explore the possibility that the MFV operators of OV 2 and OS2 explain the observed

value of ∆Aexp
CP in Eq. (33). We assume that naive factorization holds so that the SM contribution is

negligible. We integrate out φ and run the resulting operators down to the D meson mass scale. The
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Feynman diagram for D meson decay is illustrated in Fig. 6. At the scale of the scalar φ, we generate

the operators

κUL
κD

m2
φ

(λ†
UV )il (λ

†
DV

†)kj (ū
i
Rαu

j
Lα)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L β) + h.c.

+
κUR

κD
m2
φ

Vil (λ
†
DV

†λU )kj (ū
i
Lαu

j
Rα)(d̄

k
R βd

l
L β) + h.c. . (34)

From this equation, one can read off the Wilson coefficients:

CV 2(mφ) =
1

2m2
φ

κUR
κD , CS2(mφ) =

1

2m2
φ

κUL
κD . (35)

In addition to these operators, a tensor operator is generated, but it does not contribute to CP

violation as it has a zero matrix element assuming naive factorization [56]. The tensor operator does,

however, give a significant contribution to the renormalization group running of the scalar coefficients.

The details of this running are described in Appendix B, while the estimation of the relevant hadronic

matrix element ratios are performed in Appendix C. In terms of the low-energy operator, the direct

CP asymmetry is given by

AKCP ≈ 2
√
2

NcGF
λcλs

{

1

4
sin δV 2 Im [CV 2(mD)]−

1

8
χK sin δS2 Im [CS2(mD)]

}

, (36)

where δV 2 and δS2 are the strong phases of the matrix elements of OV 2 and OS2. One has a similar

expansion for AπCP by replacing λs by λd. The strong phases are estimated to be O(1) in QCD decays

and we take them to have the maximal value: sin δV 2 = 1 and sin δS2 = 1. We also assume a maximal

weak phase for the coefficients of these operators: argCV 2 = π/2 and argCS2 = π/2. We neglect

subdominant effects from interference between OV 2 and OS2. The resulting regions of κ̄UR
–κD and

κ̄UL
–κD parameter space that accommodate the ∆ACP measurement are shown for mφ = 10 GeV

in Fig. 7. In this figure, we also show the constraints from Br(Z → bb̄b̄b) and the single top quark

production cross section from CDF [57], σnew(singletop) < 3.61 pb. We can see from the left panel of

Fig. 7 that the entire Aexp
CP preferred parameter space for κ̄UR

–κD has been excluded by the single top

production cross section measurement, while the right panel shows that there is still allowed parameter

space for κ̄UL
–κD.

Before continuing, we turn to the question of whether there are any further modes sensitive to the

operators OV 2 and/or OS2. Several criteria must be satisfied for any relevant observable. Due to the

Yukawa suppression of D decays from these operators, we consider only modes that are CP violating

to avoid competition with the dominant SM amplitude and involve D → K transitions to avoid

additional Yukawa suppression. Furthermore, we have seen that CP asymmetries generated in such
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Figure 7: The 1σ and 2σ contour plots of the parameter space to accommodate the direct CP
violation variable Aexp

CP in the D-meson system. The neutral scalar mass is chosen to be 10 GeV. The
red horizontal line is the upper limit on κD from the measurement of Br(Z → bb̄bb̄). The blue curve
in the left panel is the upper limit constrained from the single-top production cross section at CDF.

transitions need to be measured to fairly high precision. There are only a small number of observables

that are close to satisfying all of these criteria. The most promising ones are ACP (D
0 → K−π+)

(OV 2), ACP (D
0 → K+π−) (OS2), and ACP (D

+ → K+K−π+) (OV 2,OS2), where the operators in

parentheses yield significant sensitivity. Modes involvingK0 are challenging to compute as they receive

dominant contributions from K – K̄ mixing, though they are among the most precisely measured. A

full study of these additional observables is beyond the scope of this work.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper, we have studied a class of models below the scale of electroweak symmetry breaking

that lead to interesting ∆C = 1 and ∆T = 1 observables while remaining unconstrained by other

flavor and precision observables. Despite these features, the models cannot be the full story: they

require a UV completion to render them SU(2)L × U(1)Y invariant. In order to have O(1) couplings

in the IR model, new states must be introduced at a scale no more than a factor of a few above the

Higgs vacuum expectation value. We now briefly outline the general features of such UV completions.

There are only a limited number of possibilities in terms of the gauge charges of the particle

that completes the theory. The completion must involve a Higgs field in order to break electroweak
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symmetry. If the particle is a boson, then it must have the same charges under SM gauge symmetries

as a Higgs,3 as it must couple the relevant Higgs to the singlet φ. If the particle is a fermion, then

it must be a vector-like quark. It may be either an SU(2)L doublet or singlet. Thus, for the up-

and down-sectors, there are three possibilities for the field that implements the UV completion. In

the up-sector, they are: Φ(1, 2)1/2, ΨL,R(3, 2)1/6, ΨL,R(3, 1)2/3, while in the down-sector, they are:

Φ(1, 2)1/2, ΨL,R(3, 2)1/6, ΨL,R(3, 1)−1/3. Note that in the first two cases the same particle may be

responsible for completing both the up- and the down-sectors. For each possible set of gauge charges,

there are several possible flavor charges. The phenomenology of the model depends greatly on the

specific flavor charge, as well as any other degrees of freedom that may appear near the scale of the

UV completion. A complete study is beyond the scope of this work.

In summary, we have explored the phenomenology of the up-type quark sector in the MFV frame-

work. Concentrating on the CP violating effective operators, we have found interesting correlations

between the ∆C = 1 and ∆T = 1 processes. If the flavor mediator has a mass below O(100 GeV),

both processes can be probed at the LHC either in flavor physics related to D-meson decays or in

the top quark physics related to top quark single and pair production. A further consequence of the

existence of the light flavor mediator is a new decay channel for the top quark. This new decay chan-

nel, t → c + φ, would not appear in existing flavor-changing-neutral-current decay searches such as

t → c+Z because the top quark would appear as a “dijet” resonance for a φ mass below O(20 GeV).

A fat jet analysis for the φ field from the top decay can therefore probe the up-quark sector.
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A Calculation of the Partial Width Γ(Z → qq′φ)

The tree-level diagrams for this decay are shown in Fig. 4. Note that there is a soft divergence in the

limit mφ = mq = mq′ = 0, so the calculation cannot be done in the limit where the final state masses

all vanish. In this Appendix, we present the differential width contributions for the decay, as well as

the integrated width assuming that the quark masses vanish. Note that the assumption of mq = 0 is

not necessarily sufficiently accurate for final states involving the b quark due to the fact that mφ is

not much greater than mb.

3We assume that there are only SU(2)L doublet Higgses. Other representations are highly constrained by data.
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The amplitudes for the decay are given by

M1 = ui(iκijPR)
i(/p1 + /p2) +mj

(p1 + p2)2 −m2
j

/ǫ(igLPL + igRPR)vj , (37)

M2 = ui/ǫ(igLPL + igRPR)
i(/p2 + /p3) +mi

(p2 + p3)2 −m2
i

(iκijPR)vj , (38)

where κij is the coupling of quarks i and j to the scalar φji, including all factors of Yukawas, gL,R are

the couplings of left-handed and right-handed quarks qj to Z, and p1,2,3 are the momenta of qi, φji,

and qj respectively.

The resulting differential width is given by

dΓ =
1

(2π)3
1

32m3
Z

|M|2dm2
12dm

2
23, (39)

|M|2 =
(

−gµν +
pµpν
m2
Z

)

|κij |2
{

Tr[(/p1 +mi)PR(/q1 +mj)γ
µ(gLPL + gRPR)(/p3 +mj)(gLPR + gRPL)γ

ν(/q1 +mj)PL]

(m2
12 −m2

j)
2

Tr[(/p1 +mi)PR(/q1 +mj)γ
µ(gLPL + gRPR)(/p3 +mj)PLγ

ν(/q2 +mi)γ
ν(gLPL + gRPR)]

(m2
12 −m2

j)(m
2
23 −m2

i )

Tr[(/p1 +mi)PR(/q2 +mi)γ
µ(gLPL + gRPR)(/p3 +mj)(gLPR + gRPL)γ

ν(/q1 +mj)PL]

(m2
12 −m2

j )(m
2
23 −m2

i )

Tr[(/p1 +mi)PR(/q2 +mi)γ
µ(gLPL + gRPR)(/p3 +mj)PLγ

ν(/q2 +mi)γ
ν(gLPL + gRPR)]

(m2
23 −m2

i )
2

}

, (40)

where q1 = p1 + p2 and q2 = p2 + p3.

The phase space integration yields an even more involved expression, but in the limit mi = mj = 0,

a relatively compact result emerges:

Γ(Z → qiqjφji) =
ακ2ijmZ

576π2c2ws
2
w

{

(g2L + g2R)
[

−17 + 9x+ 9x2 − x3 − 6 log x− 18x log x
]

+ gLgR

[

10 + 78x− 90x2 + 2x3 + 60x log x+ 36x2 log x+ 12x2 log2 x

− 48x2 log x log(1 + x)− 24x2
(

2Li2(−x) +
π2

6

)]}

, (41)

where gL,R = T3 −Qs2w and x = m2
φ/m

2
Z . This result provides a good approximation of the result in

the massive quark case for physical quark masses and for mφ & 10 GeV.
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B Wilson Coefficient Running

In this Appendix, we present the details of the running of the Wilson coefficients for the various

effective operators. In particular, we determine the one-loop anomalous dimension matrices for the

coefficients of operators OV 2 and OS2. The anomalous dimension matrices are defined such that

dCi
dµ

=
αs
4π

γTCi , (42)

where Ci’s are the Wilson coefficients of the set of operators that mix.

The operator OV 2 runs much like the operator O(1)p
2 in [56] except that it cannot receive contri-

butions from penguin-like operators: those operators have a distinct chiral structure and mixing is

forbidden by Lorentz symmetry. The only mixing is therefore with OV 1. The anomalous dimension

matrix can be read off of the upper left 2×2 block of the anomalous dimension matrix for the operators

O
(1)
i in [56]:

γV =

(− 6
Nc

6

6 − 6
Nc

)

. (43)

The operator OS2 is identical in Lorentz and color structure to the operator O(1)
S2 of [56] and

therefore the anomalous dimension matrix is

γS =













6−6N2
c

Nc
0 1

Nc
−1

−6 6
Nc

−1
2

2−N2
c

2Nc

48
Nc

−48 2N2
c−2
Nc

0

−24 48−24N2
c

Nc
6 4N2

c+2
−Nc













. (44)

C Hadronic Matrix Element Estimation

Recent work [55, 58] has demonstrated a consistent picture for observed D meson physics within the

SM under the assumption of a large deviation from naive factorization. On the other hand, this picture

has yet to be confirmed by direct calculation of the hadronic matrix elements. It remains possible that

there is enhanced CP violation in the D system due solely or partly to new physics contributions. The

results regarding D meson CP violation in this paper therefore assume that naive factorization gives

a reasonable estimate of the relative sizes of the various hadronic matrix elements contributing to D

meson decays. In this Appendix, we present the details of the estimation used to calculate ∆ACP in

this paper, following the work of Ref. [56].

Naive factorization is the assumption that a hadronic matrix element 〈h+h−|(uΓ1q)(qΓ2c)|D0〉 can
be reliably estimated by

〈h+h−|(uΓ1q)(qΓ2c)|D0〉 ≈ 〈h+|(uΓ1p)|0〉〈h−|(pΓ2c)|D0〉. (45)
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Using (45), we can relate the hadronic matrix elements for the operators OV 2 and OS2 to that for the

leading SM operator OSM ≡ (uLγ
µqL)(qLγµcL). Under factorization, we can write:

〈h+h−|(uLαγµqLα)(qLβγµcLβ)|D0〉 ≈ − i

2
δααδββ ph+ · ph−fh fDh

−

+ = − i

2
N2
c ph+ · ph−fh fDh

−

+ , (46)

where we define Mµ
1 = 〈h+|(uLαγµqLα)|0〉 (no sum over α) and Mµ

2 = 〈h−|(qLαγµcLα)|D0〉 (no sum

over α). Similarly, for the quark part of OV 2, we find

〈h+h−|(uLαγµqLβ)(qRβγµcRα)|D0〉 ≈ − i

2
δαβδαβ ph+ · ph− fh f

Dh−
+ = − iNc

2
ph+ · ph− fh f

Dh−
+ . (47)

Finally, we consider OS2:

〈h+h−|(uLαqRβ)(pLβcRα)|D0〉 ≈ i

2
δαβδαβ

m2
h

mq +mu
fh

(pD − ph−) · ph−
mc −ms

fDh
−

+

≈ i
Nc

2

m2
h

mc(mq +mu)
ph+ · ph− fh f

Dh−
+ . (48)

Note that we relate the (pseudo-)scalar matrix elements to the (pseudo-)vector matrix elements using

the Dirac equation. From these results, we obtain the following relations, assuming naive factorization:

OSM = NcOV 2 =
2Nc

χf
OS2, (49)

where χK ≈ 2m2
K/[mc(ms +mu)] ≈ 4.2 and χπ ≈ 2m2

π/[mc(md +mu)] ≈ 2.8.
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